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Original Narrative

VSDL/Possession of Drug Paraphernaila/ Contraband Seized/Arrest
On 3-4-17 at 1955 hours we had the occasion to arrest Offender #1 (Logan T. Reichof) for VSDL and possession of drug paraphernalia.
He was also booked at CPU for UTT for DUS. Below are the facts of the arrest.
On 3/4/17 at 1930 hours while assigned to z/c 3A22 in the compnay of PO Navratil #1627 while on patrol in Zone 2 of the 3rd district
we initiated a traffic stop on ( for change of course. The vehicle’s left front turn signal was not functionin when the vehicel
made a left turn from E. 55th soutbound onto Broadway eastbound. We stopped the vehicel in front of 5855 Broadway. P.O. varatil
appraocehd the driver side of the vehicel and adivsed the driver of the reason for th ttrafic stop and requested his dirver’s license and
proof of insurance. Mr. Reicholf, the driver fo the vehicle, stated that he did not have an I.D. on him and that the vehicle belonged to
his brother. At that time PO Navratil had Mr. Reicolf exit the vehicel and accompany him to the rear of his vehicle where he stated to
PO Navratil that he did not think that he had a vaild driver’s license. PO Navratil then patted him down for weapons before
handcuffing him and placing him in the back of my Z/C. Once in the ZC I ran Mr. Reicolf on our MDT and confirned that he did not
have a vail driver’s license. I checekd Mr. Reicholf on channel 9 and it came back that he had warrants with the City of Cleveland for
possession fo Drug Paraphernaila dated 2-9-17. At that time we adbved Mr. Ericolf that he was udner arrest for the warrant and we
would book him at CPU for the traffic violation.
Whe then cehcekd the passenger of the vehicle, Interview #1( Erick L. Busch) on channel 9 and she checked clean. PO Navratil went
up to the vehicle to adivse her that Mr. Reicholf was under arrest and we were going to tow the vehicle (Ms. Busch did not have a vaild
driver’s license) when MS. Bushce was exiting the vehicel PO Navratil observed a cap to a dyperdomic needle laying in plain view on
the front passenger floor. The needle cap along with the fact that we first observed the vehicel parked in fortn of 3242 E. 57th (a house
citizens have told us there is frequent drug activity at) at that time PO Navratil found a clear glass cylnider (pipe) with charboy stuffed
in the end and a used (Empty) hypodermic needle in the center console. PO Navratil then found several small pices of paper ablled up
on the back seat of the driver’s die (commonly used to package heroin). One of thepices of paper had a small amount of suspected
heroin in it. Ther was also a Narcan kit in the vheicel.
PO Navratil brought the pipe and suspected heroin back to the ZC and aksed both Mr. Reicolf and Ms. Busch who it belonged to. Both
of them enndied that they woned the drugs and pipe. Eventually Mr. Reicholf stated that he was the owner of the drugs and pipe.
Mr. Reicholf stated that he has been using for 8-9 years but has been clean for several motns before he started using again
approximately 2 weeks ago.
The evidence was seized and MT&E at the 3rd district
Ms. Busch was released.
Vheicle towed VIU 4620
Conferred with 3S23 Sgt. Stacho via phone
UTT 2437981 for DUS 435.01A and change of course 431.05 issued to Mr. Reicholf
Mr. Reicholf was booked and housed at CPU DNA collected (CHecke negative for DNA on 9 by Roper #100)
Request 3rd district vice unit to follow up.
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Total Number of Redactions in Document: 4

Redaction Reasons by Page

Page Reason Description Occurrences

7 MTR 
VEH/LICENSE

Motor vehicle/driver record information 
(including driver’s license numbers, 
license plate numbers, VIN numbers, and 
the entirety of a driver’s license including 
photos) pursuant to   18 U.S.C. 7521, et 
seq. (Driver’s Privacy Protection Act).

2

8 MTR 
VEH/LICENSE

Motor vehicle/driver record information 
(including driver’s license numbers, 
license plate numbers, VIN numbers, and 
the entirety of a driver’s license including 
photos) pursuant to   18 U.S.C. 7521, et 
seq. (Driver’s Privacy Protection Act).

1

8 MEDICAL INFO

Medical records have been removed 
because they are not releasable under 
O.R.C. 149.43(A)(1)(a) and (A)(3), and/or 
under HIPAA, 45 CFR 164.502,unless 
there is an authorization to release signed 
by the individual whose records are being 
requested.

1
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Redaction Reasons by Exemption

Reason Description Pages
(Count)

MEDICAL INFO

Medical records have been removed 
because they are not releasable under O.R.C.
149.43(A)(1)(a) and (A)(3), and/or under 
HIPAA, 45 CFR 164.502,unless there is an 
authorization to release signed by the 
individual whose records are being 
requested.

8(1)

MTR VEH/LICENSE

Motor vehicle/driver record information 
(including driver’s license numbers, license 
plate numbers, VIN numbers, and the 
entirety of a driver’s license including 
photos) pursuant to   18 U.S.C. 7521, et seq. 
(Driver’s Privacy Protection Act).
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